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The area of Wireless Sensor Network WSN is considered as one of the most important and fast growing fields, penetrating through almost every aspect of life. Modern enabling technologies like the Internet of Things IoT and Cloud Computing have opened up more doors for emphasizing the importance of the WSN field. Research and development of concepts related to sensor networks are driving towards taking the experiments from the laboratory into the field, with emphasis on various modes of communication including Opportunistic Communication and Machine-to-Machine communication. A wide range of testbeds has been established for remotely testing design ideas on various physical environments [1-5]. These testbeds have been mostly driven by network and communication groups and have created real test environments and stimulated research into related architectures and solutions. Virtual support for extending the capabilities of such environments has also been explored. This aims at enabling the mix and match among available resources of multiple testbeds in formulating a workable federation [6]. Areas like data and reality mining, cyber-physical systems [7] and others have started pushing towards the formulation of highly complex systems. These systems are centered round the Internet and sensor networks and are driving towards what has been referred to as the planet nervous system [8]. While elements of the concept have started taking shape, there are significant operational and optimization challenges. The synergy among the various acting subsystems, the redundancies of multiple solutions on the same physical space, and the physical and radio pollution impacting the living spaces are just to name few.

Early concepts relevant to the internet of things go back as far as the late 90’s. The challenge at the time was to enable embedded controllers to communicate over the TCP IP Protocol. The Dallas Tini Internet interface is a typical example [9]. Today’s microcontroller industries are racing in securing the 6LoWPAN protocol as an Internet enhabler within their wireless microcontroller products. This has opened the door for a range of options and has stimulated number of areas of research. The most obvious is in relation to smart devices. Association with a sensor network has been made through the low energy protocols like the 6LoWPAN or CoAP [10]. The challenge here is the tradeoff between the access to the Internet and efficient communication of a group of close-by sensors. This in effect encourages research on optimizing the way the sensor nodes connect to the Internet (i.e. as individuals or groups). The area may well be relevant to that of cyber-physical systems [7] as it relates to energy and communication performance. Open resources available at this stage require significant technical and specialized efforts before one can deal with their own concept. This makes it somehow difficult or prohibitive for a range of researchers. On the other hand progress here does open the doors for researchers to formulate perceptions and model concepts and solutions at simulation level. Recent literature started looking at incorporating semantics web in addressing the type of sensors or sensing [10]. Other aspects relevant to the analysis of the Quality of Service QoS and looking into the impact of enabling the various services through the IoT include throughput, energy used lifetime and Packet delivery [11]. The study revealed that energy used for the IoT is of the most critical differentiator among the various services. This is an area that will see more involved research into the optimization of communication system organization. Another area of interest that benefits both scientific analysis as much as the sensor network system development community is that of mixed mode modelling involving physical system, simulation and emulation [12]. This is an area where lab work could get close to a real life system. Good progress is taking place here in facilitating an environment for testing concepts. The IBM MoteRunner environment is one of the examples here. Mixed mode modelling could be realized for a given wireless sensor network target [13]. On the other hand literature has also looked into pure virtualization using cloud computing. The Sensor-Cloud concept has been suggested by Alamri et al. [13] for interfacing the sensor network to the various related services as enabled by the Internet. This is another dimension to the development of sensor network systems and may even be extended to cover federated sensor networks. Services that relate to hard-real-time or machine-to-machine communication may be disadvantaged here due the latency of mixed mode communication systems as well as the virtualization overhead. The research challenge here is that of integrating the sensor-cloud virtualization with the real time in-network data fusion. The organization may resolve the hard-real-time requirement and offer a more comprehensive range of services.

In conclusion the field of wireless sensor network has gone a long way toward highly complex system organization. This has benefited from range of sensing, ICT and communication technologies. A lot of effort has been put in place for facilitating physical environments that allow researchers to test their ideas. The rapid growth in this area has placed significant challenges on the maturity of these physical sensor network testbeds. It remains important that these testbeds are associated with a significant sector of services like weather systems, horticultural systems, construction industries, and others. The added advantage here is the involvement of scientists relevant to the end usage and hence presenting more realistic and dependable cases. Integration of IoT and Cloud computing into the overall sensor network system has opened up significant challenges for researchers to resolve. While the majority of sensor network research at this stage is handled by network and communication researchers, adding the focus of specialized services should encourage better optimization and more realistic solutions.
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